Are you voting in New Jersey?

Yes

Do you want to register with your home address or campus address?

Campus Address

You can pick up a voter registration form at the Eagleton Institute on Douglass Campus, or you can go to this website. Also, remember to OPT-IN to the Rutgers mail services system to activate your mailing address.

Do you live in on-campus, or off-campus housing?

On-Campus

Make sure you fill in your DORM NAME in "home address", and fill in your CAMPUS P.O. BOX as your "mailing address" on the registration form. You must opt-in to the mail

No

This is the website you can go to for the registration form for the state you are voting in.

Home Address

This website has voter registration forms and information by NJ county.

Off-Campus

Fill in your campus residence as your "Home Address" on the voter registration form.